2014 Library Survey: Faculty

Palmer Faculty Responses about the AK deBlois Library
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2014 Library Faculty Survey

In which area do you
primarily instruct?

Templeton

Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
authors in your field in which we should seek
to have superior print collections.

Literary criticism of poetry
Literary interpretation of the Bible
Linguistics and (Bible) translation

Templeton Faculty, How can the library provide you with
better service?

I'm not sure. The one thing that THC students mention fairly
consistently is their need for study space where they can work
together in small groups; since they are all reading the same texts
and since the curriculum is fairly stable, it helps them to be able to
discuss what they are reading and writing.
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In which area do
Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
you primarily
authors in your field in which we should seek
instruct?
to have superior print collections.
Marine Biology
CAS
Ornithology
Climate Change
Cosmology
Eclipsing Binary Stars
CAS
Observational Astronomy
Astrophotography
Physics Teaching
Kenneth Cragg
CAS
Edward Said
CAS
Chris Argyris, John Kotter, John Creswell

CAS Faculty, How can the library provide you with better service?
We need better access to scientific journal articles. For our science students,
books may be helpful, but articles are a necessity.

I do not know because I think that you're doing a fantastic job! Our holdings in
astronomy are excellent for the size of our institution. Way to go!

I wish there wasn' t so much pressure to get media back for faculty. I would like to
have an automatic two week rather than one week borrowing limit.
Convert the choice cards to an online tool/system

CAS

N T Wright
Peter Leithart
Thomas Aquinas

Academic journals need to be on prominent display - - especially current issues.
This is important for students in majors to see. It's important to have designated
quiet areas that are really quiet.
Prominently posting signs would help.
Also, vacumning, cleaning, etc. should not be taking place during study hours.

CAS

musicology
music and healing
music history
musical composition
musical integration with other arts

The Library has been INCREDIBLY HELPFUL - I think more faculty need to be
made aware of the superior resources and even more so, our excellent staff at the
Library. Every faculty member should be using these tools. I can't stress the
expertise of the staff and their willingness to go above and beyond normal to help
with requests, research, etc. More PR about how good the Library and it's staff
are!

CAS

CAS

It is great now.
Community Development
Social Inequality
Social Problems
Development in the Third World
Sociology of Morality

CAS
CAS
CAS

Topical research services. Could the library for example have someone (could be
a student employee) who can help in searching for appropriate literature on
specific topics?
Great!

faith and science topics -- Calvin DeWitt
environmental science

Superior, welcoming service already.
Improve journal access in the health and medical sciences.
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In which area do
Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
you primarily
authors in your field in which we should seek
instruct?
to have superior print collections.

CAS Faculty, How can the library provide you with better service?
Consider enrolling in the following database: InteLex Past Masters.

CAS

1. Peter Sloterdijk.
2. Media Archaeology: Friedrich Kittler, Erkki
Huhtamo & Jussi Parikka.
3. Richard L. Lanigan.
4. Semiotics: Juergen Ruesch, Roland Barthes &
Umberto Eco.
5. Religious Rhetorical Theory: Owen Barfield,
Isidore of Seville & Jean-Luc Nancy.

"InteLex Corporation's highly accurate full text databases in the humanities are
available through online access and in TEI format for installation on university
servers."
"The InteLex PAST MASTERS series appears in original languages and
translations and encompasses Literature, History, Philosophy, Religion, Classics,
Economics, Political Theory and Sociology."
The library would not need to purchase many hard copies of these texts because
faculty and students could access all of them online.

CAS

racial literacy in the schools/public and private
the creative process, all genres: narrative,
creative nonfiction, drama, poetry, essay
contemporary journals (the arts--photography,
writing, etc.)
global, contemporary literature

You are doing wonderful work! I would say communication to students directly re:
the use of the library can be multiplied. Somehow, can you nudge all instructors
of 100 and 200 level courses that we glean our ideas about the world and thought
via reading, reading, reading. N.

CAS

Latin American authors
Second Language Acquisition

Andrea Reed has been fabulous in acquiring documentaries to help me launch a
blended course in Latin American literature. She goes the extra mile to find
resources I haven't found and she does so in a timely fashion.

CAS

nineteenth century religion and literature
nineteenth century criminal justice and literature
(Lisa Rodensky, Jan-Melissa Schramm,
Alexander Welsh)
Martha Nussbaum

I'd like to coordinate my research assignments with your services better so that
students develop transferable skills in my class. I don't know where to start.
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In which area do
Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
you primarily
authors in your field in which we should seek
instruct?
to have superior print collections.

CAS

Sarah Banet-Weiser
Fabienne Darling-Wolf
Michael Serazio
Brooke Duffy

CAS Faculty, How can the library provide you with better service?
Overall, very satisfied. I do like to show film clips in class and feel there is a wide
variety of choices. Took my class to the media lab on 2nd floor, however, and
none of the stereos work. We were learning about different music genres. I was
able to play some records, but that was about it. Can we replace one? The
students really enjoyed the "field trip" rather than just bringing it up online - the
variety is a big help/draw/interest!
Can we get a few Beatles records by the way?? Even just one would be great!

CAS

interpersonal communication
communication book on Communication
Research Measures (volume 1 & 2)
relationships and communication

I think you all are doing a wonderful job!
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In which area do you
primarily instruct?

Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
authors in your field in which we should CCGPS Faculty, How can the library provide you with better service?
seek to have superior print collections.

CCGPS

Non-profit - how to start, financial
information, advice, etc.

Increase the number of full text articles

CCGPS

Health care reform

For distance students, I think we need to have a more dedicated service to
online, distance students to assist with library research.

Paulo Freire
CCGPS

CCGPS
CCGPS
CCGPS
CCGPS

CCGPS

CCGPS

CCGPS

bell hooks
Donaldo Macedo
Teaching English as a Second Language
Critical Pedagogy
Early Childhood Education
Research
Marketing, Leadership, Nonprofits
McMinn, Mark
Moon, Gary
Yarhouse, Mark

Perhaps keeping us informed with updates to the Library, new services,and
what we can offer to our students that you may have.
Better access from offsite locations
offer some training in use of Excel
Just keep working on the online library offerings.
Would like to have access to streaming video for classes (psych videos). We
are in the process of getting this, I believe. I would like to have access to the
Chronicle of Higher Education without having to enter someone else's user ID
and password. Can we get an institutional subscription for online access?
Many students and faculty know there are great resources in the data bases
but do not know how to search for what they need. This is not the fault of the
library; you all do a great job. It is just that many people do not take the extra
time to learn how to find resources when Google is an easy and habitual click
away.
Your instructions during our residency weeks is greatly appreciated. Please
continue these.
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In which area do you
primarily instruct?

Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
authors in your field in which we should CCGPS Faculty, How can the library provide you with better service?
seek to have superior print collections.

CCGPS

Mentalizing in clinical practice
(psychotherapy/psychology)
Addiction Treatment and Family Systems
Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy Sue Johnson

I enjoy audiobooks and would like more audiobooks in the collection-especially audiobooks that can be downloaded from home to my smartphone
and kindle.
I recently bought a kindle and will start looking to borrow eBooks.
I love the library. My library membership is the best perk of working here.

CCGPS

CCGPS

Richard Rohr
Teaching Company Great Courses (series
of lectures)
Spiritual Formation
Nursing journals- More American journals.
There are so many British/UK and
Australian that come up during a literature
search!
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In which area do you
primarily instruct?

Please name 3 to 5 topics or scholarly
authors in your field in which we
Esperanza Faculty, How can the library provide you with better service?
should seek to have superior print
collections.

Esperanza

Social Work Journals --- at Esperanza
Newer texts in the areas of Child WelfareBetter access to hard copies of academic journals, reference desk support
- at Esperanza
throughout the time the library is open or students to work the library check out desk,
Author Bruce Perry (Topics: Trauma,
currently no one works the check out desk. In library tutoring on research and writing.
Brain Development)---at Esperanza and
Main Campus

Esperanza

At Esperanza, ENG 101 students are to
do research projects on great artists and
need two books as part of their
Increased circulation hours
sources.It would be highly beneficial for
them to have access to these resources
on campus.

Esperanza

Continue and expand classroom outreach. Upgrade current computers and increase
wifi capability to be more reliable.
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In which
area do
you
primarily
instruct?

Please name 3 to 5 topics or
scholarly authors in your field Palmer Faculty, How can the
in which we should seek to
library provide you with better
have superior print
service?
collections.
Apologetics
Palmer
Organizational philosophy
Seminary Educational philosophy Christian perspective
They are doing great. Nothing
Palmer
can improve until we get to a
Seminary
better location.
The staff is great. However, the
Palmer
library setting is awful. I hope
Seminary
that in the next place, we will
have a more spacious library.
Global Mission
Palmer
African-American Studies
Seminary Evangelicalism
Justice and Reconciliation

Accessibility to the main stacks.
Do the best you can to retain
what has already been hacked
where ever we end up moving.
We cannot afford to lose any
more volumes.

If I could change just one thing
about the deBlois Library at
Palmer Seminary, it would be ….

Any last thoughts?

Probably because we had such a
large library, this one is feels so
crammed. I used to study in the
library. Now I take books out.

accessibility to the main stacks

second to faculty, a theological
institution is as good as its library

